Research Internship Summer 2014
Rachel Lawrie Class of 2015
As a research intern I....

- wrote a detailed business report of two potential Endeavor entrepreneurs in order to equip the selection panel with the knowledge needed to evaluate the two companies
- edited and commented on applications of potential employees
• created an organized way to track potential connections between Endeavor entrepreneurs and mentors which can be easily worked on by multiple people at the same time
• researched Jordanian companies that may make good Endeavor Entrepreneurs
Intern going away dinner party at Azka Denya, an Endeavor Entrepreneur
My most rewarding work experience was learning the appropriate preparation needed to go into a professional meeting with people I had never met before and companies I knew nothing about.
Kikma gives a presentation at a networking event to encourage Endeavor Entrepreneurs.

July 2014
My work impacted Endeavor Jordan by...

- creating a useful framework to take notes on new companies, which will greatly decrease the time needed to train new employees and will increase efficiency
- creating a very thorough note sheet to keep track of current Endeavor Entrepreneurs, which will save time when an employee needs to be refreshed of one of the entrepreneurs and will also decrease the training time of new employees
How Endeavor Impacted my Future...

- Through an Endeavor Entrepreneur I was introduced to the GM of Microfund, a microfinancing firm, which trains women to use their incomes to increase their voices within their homes. She encouraged me to apply for a job once I graduate, which I plan on doing.
Microfund for Women Managing Director Muna Sukhtian with winners of the Rising Leaders Scholarship programme in Amman on Thursday (Photo courtesy of the MFW)
The best part of working with Endeavor in Amman was working with many young, Jordanian women while speaking primarily Arabic. I feel as though I was more fully able to experience what it is like to be a woman living in Jordan through working, rather than studying because it seems as though women are treated with slightly more respect in the workplace than they are outside of it.